A Seminar On “Career Unlimited”

By Swami Anubhavananda

Marwadi Education Foundation Group of Institutions, Faculty of Management & Faculty of Business Management, organized an enlightenment Session by Swami Anubhavananda on “Career Unlimited” on the 31st October 2012. The Seminar was attended by over 600 management students and the faculty members.
The seminar began with the prayer and welcome note by The Dean of Faculty of Management, Dr. S Chinnam Reddy.

Swami Anubhavananda, who is also very fondly known as “Be Happy Swami”, truly, the name echoes his being. He is the Experience of Happiness & spreads knowledge like a divine breeze among all those who come in contact with him. The objective behind such a seminar was to signify the importance of career along with the spiritual side of life.

In the seminar he emphasized on having internal poise rather than just the external prosperity. He said that it is more essential to find fulfilment in life rather than just fulfilling desires in life. The entire focus should be in improving “Quality of Mind” and not just the quality of life. If we do the former the later will follow.

Swami Anubhavananda reflected a suave and witty personality. He was both the simple being and the erudite scholar. He communicated the most difficult of the philosophy in a simple and direct manner. His words directly addressed the hearts of all the Management students and pumped a new life of joy in them.

This seminar was also attended by the Director, technical campus Prof. Y. P Kosta, Prof. K KKhakhar & other distinguished guests. The vote of thanks was proposed by Prof. Rutwa Mehta.
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